BANDAR SERI BOTANI
ZONE: SERI BERINGIN - PH7.3(3) (139 UNITS DOUBLE STOREY TERRACE HOUSES)

TYPICAL GROUND FLOOR PLAN

TYPICAL FIRST FLOOR PLAN

20 UNITS - TYPE A (CORNER UNIT)
LOT SIZE - REFER TO PU PLAN
BUILT-UP - ±2,724 sqft.
ON PT NOS - 201664, 201686, 201687, 201708, 201709, 201721, 201722, 201732,
201733, 201738, 201739, 201743, 201744, 201759, 201760, 201776,
201777, 201790, 201791/32301 & 201802/32312.

DATE: 1st FEB 2014

*All plans, informations & specifications of the building contained herein may subject to changes and/or amendments as may be required by the relevant authorities or project consultants.
BANDAR SERI BOTANI
ZONE: SERI BERINGIN - PH7.3(3) (139 UNITS DOUBLE STOREY TERRACE HOUSES)

TYPICAL GROUND FLOOR PLAN

97 UNITS - TYPE B (INTERMEDIATE UNIT)
LOT SIZE - REFER TO PU PLAN
BUILT-UP - ±2,395 sqft.

DATE: 1st FEB 2014

*All plans, informations & specifications of the building contained herein may subject to changes and/ or amendments as may be required by the relevant authorities or project consultants.